
9
STUCK

How to Conduct
a “Focused Family Session”

Ron, I don’t understand it. I’m trying to find a referral for a
friend’s teenage daughter. Either they only see kids and won’t
involve the parents, or they only see families and won’t see the
kid alone. I thought we’d gotten further than this in the field.

—An extremely experienced professional in a major,
urban–suburban hub

Slowly you turn yourself from a bridge into a well-worn path.
Your office has become the town’s center, a place where park
benches still exist.

During the course of work with adolescents, there are times
when it is absolutely essential to meet with the family, instead

of with the child or parents alone. This is troublesome for many
therapists. For the most part, we are trained to work individually
with children or do guidance with parents or see families as a
whole. Our narrow specialization drives families crazy. Having per-
sonally done and supervised thousands of initial interviews, I’ve
learned that one of the biggest complaints patients have is a sense
they are being forced into the teaching model of a training facility
or the orientation of a private practitioner. This is maddening to
prospective clients—approximately half terminate prematurely and
find what they want elsewhere. Within many agencies, the family
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is divided according to modality. When assigned as a “family” case,
few of the treating therapists are equipped to see kids alone; if it is
considered a “child” case, few of these therapists can handle the
family in a room together. Almost none can move between modalities,
keeping all relationships intact.

What a perfect metaphor: Fragmented homes, already pulled
between first and second families, now find themselves in a field
that replicates the disconnection that got kids into trouble in the
first place. The relational–behavioral approach is a way to address
this fragmentation, challenging the distance between parents and
kids while strengthening both kids’ and parents’ competence. Para-
phrasing Winnicott, the 21st-century helping professional must
create a flexible container: see kids alone, see parents alone, and
feel competent to conduct what I call “focused family sessions” when
needed.

This is a difficult balancing act. In a disconnected world, how-
ever, it is necessary to integrate modalities. The information you
receive from parents and kids and the way you use this information
in conjoint meetings challenges family members to make signifi-
cant changes in their behavior. This creates connections and family
relationships previously considered impossible.

Why a Focused Family Session?

Talking in individual meetings is not enough. Dylan complains about his
“crazy” mother. He describes to me how they get into fights over
his grades and increasingly strident demands to go out with friends
during the week. Interactions at home escalate, sometimes into
physical standoffs. Recently, Dylan loomed over his mother with a
baseball bat in hand, screaming he’d use it (not a real threat) if she
pressed on. They are obviously stuck. When I work with Dylan
alone I challenge him to make concrete changes around the house.
His mother might not be so hysterical if he approached her less
provocatively, or in a respectful way that eased her mind, at least
slightly, about the kind of privileges he was demanding. At the
same time, parent sessions did not lead to changes either. Dylan’s
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mother,Yvette, still pounced like a tigress when he was slow to co-
operate. She couldn’t stop focusing on his disorganized room.
Yvette exploded almost every time he pushed for a later curfew,
once rushing from the bathtub naked to block him at the front
door. Often, child and parent are like a dysfunctional couple who
can’t transfer what is discussed in the room to acting differently at
home.

The inability to create individual or systemic change leads kids
down a dangerous path. For example, Frederick, 14, talked at
length in our sessions about his father’s ferocious temper, his
mother’s attempts to play peacemaker, and his own efforts to stand
up for himself. Frederick and I tried to figure out how he might
handle these scenes in a better way. I also met with Mom and Dad,
as I regularly do, to try to get them to manage anger differently.
Very little shifted—family life was temporarily quiet, then new ex-
plosions always flared up.

Meanwhile, outside the house, Frederick spent more time
playing at the edge of danger. Pushing the envelope, he slept
around, stayed out later, drank more, and went to after-hour clubs
and extremely sketchy areas of town. Frederick became unmoti-
vated in school, which had always been a sustaining involvement.
The situation was stuck. The cycle of explosion, peacemaking, re-
morse, truce and explosion kept recurring.

In such mired-down cases—after I have met with an adoles-
cent for some time alone and with parent(s), separately—it is nec-
essary to have a “focused family session” before a major crisis oc-
curs.

What Are Focused Family Sessions?

Focused family sessions, as I have developed them, synthesize fam-
ily systems theory, even as most sessions are individual ones with
the adolescent or parents. The “focus” in focused family sessions is
essential, so that the therapist can maintain control of family meet-
ings and protect empathic connections with both teen and parent.
Fears of unmanageable eruptions during conjoint sessions, stony
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silence on a teen’s part, and vicious scapegoating in all directions
discourage therapists from entering into this territory. In hundreds
of consultations with families of adolescents, I have heard com-
plaints by both parents and teens who say past family sessions
were episodes of unprocessed venting, huge disappointments or
events that shook their faith in the entire change process.

It is such a difficult balancing act to manage individual as well
as family sessions, it’s no wonder few training facilities offer this
approach (check the brochures or websites of programs around the
country).

To begin, use the following guidelines for focused family ses-
sions:

♦ The frame of the session is extremely specific—to shift a sin-
gle stuck interaction or issue. Success is more attainable
when the frame is limited.

♦ Goals are defined ahead of time, thereby lessening surprises
for kids and parents.

♦ The fact that you will temporarily ally with the other “side”
is predicted. This is done in order to protect empathic con-
nections for future individual meetings.

The overarching purpose of a focused family session is to help par-
ent(s) and teen shift one troublesome, repetitive interaction between them.
That’s it! The goal is not to figure out how the entire family dy-
namic needs to change or how each member might improve com-
munication or how to resolve transgenerational issues, and so on.

The Choreography of Change

My narrow definition of a family session evolved from work I origi-
nally did over 20 years ago at the Philadelphia Child Guidance
Clinic. I was then trained in structural family therapy with Salva-
dor Minuchin and Virginia Goldner, and later in family systems
therapy with Betty Carter. Structural family therapy teaches us that
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changing the interaction in one area of family life allows individu-
als to move beyond symptomatic behaviors; they begin to differen-
tiate in healthier ways. Structural family therapy had its most pro-
found impact in the ’70s and ’80s. It produced dramatic videotapes
of sessions so charged that reestablishing empathetic connections
in subsequent individual meetings would be quite a challenge.

For example, in one famous videotaped session, Mother and
Father became sufficiently frustrated with their anorexic teen that
they literally shoved a frankfurter down her throat—at the thera-
pist’s urgings that Mom and Dad take charge. This shocking inter-
vention, a kind of therapeutic performance art, restructured the en-
tire hierarchy: The sick child was no longer in charge of her
parents. This girl could now begin to eat for herself, according to
what these family therapists believed.

Another dramatic videotape involved a family in which the two
adolescent boys were out of control—defying their parents and in
trouble with police. In the taped session (considered then to be a
breakthrough), Dad physically wrestled one of his teenage sons to
the floor. From that session, as was the case with the anorexic girl,
the family pattern significantly shifted. Kids reconstituted because
parents were now in charge and the children were not.

Even then I never believed that most of the time one session
had the stand-alone power to entirely rearrange the course of fam-
ily life or of child development (see my article “Revolution/Evolu-
tion: Feminism Forces Us to Reconsider Our Expectations about
Dramatic Cures,” The Family Therapy Networker, 1986). Actually, I
learned during my externship at Philadelphia Child Guidance how
much behind-the-scenes help was offered to kids and families—in-
dividual sessions, parenting, and psychoeducational input. These
important change agents were left on the cutting room floor. Not
dramatic enough for audiences, but a critical part of the paradigm
that I valued even more as I learned about all the quiet attention
families received.

So, despite dramatic videos, one family session doesn’t usually
do the trick. It is truly powerful, however, if after a dysfunctional
dance is challenged during family meetings, the therapist contin-
ues to see family members to strengthen different ways of dealing
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with each other. The power of structured interventions is exponen-
tially increased when transgenerational issues can be dealt with be-
fore or after focused family sessions. Even if a specific interaction
cannot be dislodged in a focused family meeting, it almost always
has a transgenerational etiology that may be addressed later on. In-
terestingly, my training in systemic family therapy (à la Betty
Carter) emphasized how work could be done in sessions in which
family members talk just to the therapist in the room. These two
vastly different perspectives are wonderful complements to each
other—if you are able to conceive of your role as a bridge between
the teen and adult worlds.

Preparing for Focused Family Sessions

In order to protect existing empathic connections, it is necessary to
prepare both adolescent and parent for a focused family session.
Once a family interaction gets underway, each “side” can feel to-
tally abandoned by you. The family format seems strange to clients
used to seeing you alone. The empathic connection of the private
session is now fraught with potential for you to be experienced as
favoring the other. In addition, clients often land in your office be-
cause of out-of-control dynamics. Naturally, both parent and teen
are afraid (or secretly hope) that similar escalations will take place
in the family meeting: “Now, you’ll really see how crazy my mother
is; now you’ll finally understand how impossible my kid is.”
They’re often right; family sessions can get wildly out of control,
so I prepare in the following ways:

♦ First, define ahead of time exactly what the topic will be. To one
boy and his parents I said: “We’re going to talk about curfews—
nothing more.” To a girl and her mother I said, “The topic is going
to be the fights in the morning about what clothes you’re wearing.
That’s it.” At the beginning of the family session, I remind both
what we’ll be talking about. It’s important to limit the scope in this
way. John Gottman, noted researcher on the “science of communi-
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cation,” (Observing Interaction, 1997) is right. Relationship fights
are so volatile, they instantaneously move into a physiologically in-
flamed laundry list of hot-button issues.

♦ At the start of the session, remind both parents and kids that they
will probably feel unhappy about your role. I say to my teen client, “Lis-
ten, at some point during this meeting you’re going to feel I’m tak-
ing your parent’s side. Don’t worry. It’s just temporary, to find
what works better for you and them.” To parent(s): “At some point,
you’re going to feel like I’m taking your child’s side against you.
It’s for the purpose of moving the session ahead. Try to remember
that I’m not abandoning your perspective.”

♦ Remind everyone that whatever happens during the session, you will
have a chance to talk in private meetings. This “to-be-continued” ap-
proach takes the heat off everyone, including professionals, and it
is the truth. No one should enter a focused family session worrying
that it will make or break the relationship. This is the therapeutic
equivalent of that mythical “birds and bees” discussion about sex.
In real 21st-century life such sex-talks rarely happen just once;
rather, minidiscussions on the topic occur many times over. In the
same way, real change usually occurs over time. For focused family
sessions to work, the hope for instant transformation needs to be
lessened, or disappointment is sure to follow.

Enactments and Focused Family Sessions

The specific structural technique to use in focused family sessions
is “the enactment.” Family members, if prodded to discuss a
conflictual issue, invariably act out their most important dynamics.
While we all may not have been formally taught this principle, we
are certainly familiar with it. Enactments happen in our lives all
the time. Borrowed originally from interpersonal psychoanalytic
theory, “enactment” is another way to say that family communica-
tional patterns are so ingrained they spontaneously appear no mat-
ter how determined we are to avoid them.
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♦ Foster an interaction between parents and child over a stuck issue,
previously identified in individual sessions. The topic must be one that
is currently “alive” to all parties. It may be curfew, friends, verbal
abuse, drugs, alcohol, back talk, homework, keeping the room
clean, how parents and kids listen to each other, and so on. Your
goal is to start parent and child talking to each other (not to you)
about one concrete issue. For example, you might say, “Discuss
with your son the chores you’d like done. This is an area you’ve all
described as a problem.” The authority with which you can lead is
the relational traction you’ve gained from previous sessions with
parent and teen alone.

♦ Prepare family members for a moment or two of self-consciousness.
Even if they have known you for years, most people are self-
conscious when asked to discuss personal matters in front of a
non-family member. Awkwardness needs to be addressed. Say,
“This will seem strange at first. But I guarantee in a few minutes, it
will feel much more natural.” Normalize by referring to the many
other experiences you’ve had with enactments (remember, in your
personal as well as professional life these interactions go on all the
time). Or, if you can’t think of specific examples, be honest and
say, “I’d like to try a technique I’ve just learned.”

♦ To start the interaction, make yourself as invisible as possible.
There are several ways to do this. Don’t make eye contact with
family members, since this leads to greater self-consciousness.
How? Lean back, literally face another direction, or look down at
your notes. The boundary expressed through your body language
communicates that whatever goes on is the family’s doing, not an
artificial exchange created by being in your presence.

After it gets going, artificial as it may feel or as much as a par-
ent or child initially objects—the strength of the “dance” is so
powerful you’re quickly into the thick of it. Whenever one has a
strong relationship—and what is more intense than a parent–teen
showdown—the interaction gets going almost exactly the way it
happens around the house. As you listen, your role changes.
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A Quick Enactment Guide

Observe the most concrete behaviors, the basic steps in the family’s dance .
Don’t look for hidden motivation. Ask yourself questions that be-
gin with words such as “what,” “who,” and “where.” Do not get
yourself stuck on asking “why” or “when.” The following are some
examples of what to look for.

♦ Tone of voice—respectful, contemptuous, and so forth. A nice-
guy dad complains that his boy, James, is an inexplicable wise guy
in school. Mom is also concerned about her son’s negative attitude
with other adults, with whom he constantly finds fault. During the
enactment, this very nice man surprisingly speaks to his son in a
derisive tone, especially when the boy disagrees with him. “I’ve
never heard anything so ridiculous,” he says. Dad’s attitude infuri-
ates his son and, in turn, the boy shouts, “Yeah? . . . You don’t
know anything either!” further aggravating the father.

♦ Loudness—Who drowns out whom? In the Marion family, ev-
eryone had to yell to be heard. Katie, a fifth grader who had trouble
standing up for herself in school, was unable to speak during the
enactment. As everyone screamed at each other over every possible
issue, Katie could not get a word in edgewise. In just a few min-
utes, it was clear where she had learned to be so reserved.

♦ Reactivity—the quickness and intensity of family members’
responses to each other. Parents had complained about disagree-
ments over the kids. They then demonstrated their endless fight-
ing when the counselor got them to discuss a time for the next ap-
pointment. They were so inflamed that the counselor told me, “It
was as if I didn’t exist in the room.”

♦ Listening—Who listens? Who does not? Dad was a wonder-
ful listener while the family discussed differences of opinion. Mom,
on the other hand, lectured to their oppositional and sullen daugh-
ter. The more Dad listened, the more Mom said he was being too
soft-hearted and launched into another lecture. During this inter-
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action, Mom, who was just as concerned about her daughter’s wel-
fare, became “the bad guy” compared to ever-patient dad.

♦ Relatedness—Who’s talking to whom? Who’s left out? A
tough-guy father interrupted loudly and repeatedly barged into the
conversation I got going about curfew for his adolescent son. De-
spite his ineffectiveness, Dad prided himself on being the family’s
teacher of life lessons. As the enactment went on, this tough guy
was slowly pushed to the periphery. No one talked about anything
without going through Mom; certainly no one listened to Dad as
he barked and sputtered from the sidelines.

♦ Leadership—Who speaks first? In some families, the person
who speaks first during the enactment is a paper tiger. In others,
this person sets the tone of the entire discussion. The latter was
the case in the Johnson family. Whatever mood Dad was in seemed
to set the stage for any discussion that followed. Enactments were
merely a reflection of dad’s predominant mood.

♦ Closure—Who gets in the last word? Can a conclusion be
reached? With Annie, a 14-year-old who was in trouble because of
acting out in school, the enactment between her and her mom was
very telling: Annie always had to get the last word in. Unfortu-
nately, so did her mother. Keeping the enactments down to several
minutes was next to impossible since, just like at home, they could
never end their arguments. Each just got madder at the other and
more determined to have the last world.

Empathic Punctuation

♦ Punctuation is your empathic feedback about the dance parent and
child get caught up in. While not originally presented in this way by
structural family therapists, punctuation reestablishes the empath-
ic connections you have spent individual sessions creating, connec-
tions you may temporarily lose during the heat of the family’s ex-
change. This eye on empathic traction, while pushing for change, is
essential in a relational–behavioral approach.
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Here are some illustrations:

Fifteen-year-old Amy and her mother Jolie came to a focused
family session. I had been seeing both in individual sessions for sev-
eral months. The troublesome issues for this mother had to do with
her daughter’s staying out late and being maddeningly secretive. I
said, “Amy, talk to your mom about having a later curfew.” Immedi-
ately, their interaction made it clear that Jolie was intensely provoked
by Amy’s silence or obfuscations. Mom began communicating with
her daughter primarily by asking a lot of demanding questions. Of
course, the more she grilled Amy, the more her daughter clammed
up. Amy became deeply sullen and, if possible, even less present.

When the nature of the interaction is clear, you can punctu-
ate—offer feedback to both sides. In this case, I said, “Amy, you
have a lot more power over your mother than you or I may have re-
alized. Your clamming up is driving Mom crazy and getting her to
ask one question after another.” To Mom: “Now I understand even
better how your frustration makes you want to pull your hair out—
but endless questions don’t seem to be getting you anywhere.”

Another example: In our private meetings, Dylan complained
that his mother, Yvette, “got hysterical” when things weren’t done
her way. Mom repeatedly complained how stubborn her adolescent
son was: “It’s like talking to a brick wall.” So, when individual ses-
sions didn’t change the dance, I called for a focused family session.
I asked Dylan and Yvette to talk about keeping his room neater, a
conflict both had separately mentioned. As they started interact-
ing, it became immediately clear that Mom jumped into sweeping
generalizations, “If you can’t keep your room clean, if you don’t
have that kind of basic sense of responsibility, what does that say
about your whole character? As you get older, how are you going to
maintain a job? Any boss you have isn’t going to stand for this.”
Dylan, in turn, was no slouch. He became sharply belligerent, call-
ing her almost every name he could think of—“You’re a lunatic.
You’re crazy. You’re worse than any parent I’ve ever met. You get
absolutely insane over these stupid little things.” In the way he
talked to her, he became exactly what she had accused him of be-
ing—thoughtless and irresponsible.
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Empathic punctuation: Mother and son needed to see what
they were doing in this exchange. I said, “Mom, you’re letting
Dylan get you so upset, I can really see how his whole future is flash-
ing before your eyes. Dylan, the more you keep calling your mother
names about how “off the wall” she gets, the angrier she becomes.
Soon, she’ll be grounding you for life.”

The point about punctuation is that you must empathically ad-
dress each participant. In the dance that is taking place, point out
both parent’s and teen’s behavior. This is a departure from tradi-
tional structural family therapy. We were trained to unbalance stuck
dances, the idea being that with enough pressure—repetition,
directives, urging, even shaming—some family member would
change a step in the dance. In focused family sessions, however,
you are a bridge, and maintaining empathic balance is incredibly
important. You need to hold the connection with family members
who have come to trust you in individual sessions. You need to
think about future sessions, protecting what you’ve already built.

♦ Address different family members with respect. Try not to sound
authoritarian or, especially, act the part of the self-important pro-
fessional. This is easier said than done. After all, a lot of family
therapy arose from an era informed by Harry Stack Sullivan and
the supervisees of Eric Fromm, the interpersonal psychoana-
lyst. Therapists were expected to decisively “nail” people with pre-
cise interpretations. (Actually, Salvador Minuchin himself was
quite a contradiction. I’ve met several of his ex-patients, who uni-
formly commented on his brilliance and empathic kindness toward
them—“What a nice guy,” each fondly remembered.)

Many professionals, however, still don’t realize their legacy and
have a hard time keeping away from flashy but subtly disrespectful
communication. This is especially important if you are going to re-
sume individual sessions after a focused family meeting. Provocative
pronouncements such as “Your child has you wrapped around her
finger” may be true, but the humiliation and shame such statements
create can rupture a parent’s relationship with you.

I learned this lesson years ago. Once, sitting with a family, I
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was struck that during the enactment each person seemed to pro-
tect the feelings of another family member. Instead of commenting
on how sensitive they were toward each other, I came up with
the pithy observation that their exchange reminded me of the
way communication might sound in a well-mannered “protection
racket.” This was right on the money, but it was delivered in a curt,
sarcastic tone that severed my connection with the family.

Such statements make for dramatic showmanship and tempo-
rary satisfaction about being tough, but they often mark the last
time we will see a family. Compare the statement “Your child has
you wrapped around her finger” with “Your child is incredibly te-
nacious. It’s no wonder that she has you wrapped around her fin-
ger.” Direct but balanced feedback is exactly what helps family
members continue to feel understood. It prepares them for the
idea that change is about everyone working on something. In this
case, after commenting on the child’s tenacity, it’s easier to move
toward directives that will be experienced empathically: “Since
your daughter is so tenacious, we need to figure out ways that can
help you to be more in charge. Because of her strong will, you
might have to work harder than other parents.” I will never just say
to Mother, “You’re acting in a way that’s ineffective,” or to a teen,
“You’re being absolutely dismissive of your parent”—without tying
each remark, in some way, to the other’s place in the interaction.

Keep in mind the following rules about feedback:

♦ The problem is almost never one person’s fault.

♦ You are not blaming anyone as being single-handedly re-
sponsible for difficult interactions.

♦ You do your best to see the situation from everyone’s point
of view.

♦ Each person is part of a system that is interdependent—
therefore everyone has to change a little.

The better the balance, the more both parent and child can
stay connected to you and move on to the next step in the ses-
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sion—figuring out how to do something, just one thing, a little dif-
ferently.

Moving Toward Change

Create small change. Focused family sessions are not about change
on a grand scale. Rather, I push both adolescent and parent to alter

226 BREAKING THROUGH TO TEENS

Empathic Feedback That Gets Through

Unbalanced Balanced

“You don’t understand your
child.”

“Your child is challenging and
complicated. It’s not surprising
how difficult she is to understand.”

“You’re yelling at your parents
too much.”

“Your mom’s stubborn, but yelling
doesn’t seem to be getting
through, either.”

“You criticize your child a lot
of the time.”

“I know you’re frustrated and that
easily turns into criticism; it’s
difficult to know what to do with
him in the moment.”

“You need to listen better to
your parents.”

“It’s always hard when there are
two tough parents like these.
You’ll have to learn to listen to
one at a time.”

“As his parents, you’ve got to
be more of a united team.”

“Your family’s so busy, it’s just
about impossible for the two of
you to discuss and think through
decisions. . . . ”

“Your father’s not crazy, you
just have him wrapped
around your finger.”

“Your father does get a little
crazy; in part it’s because you
know exactly which buttons to
push.”
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a very specific aspect of the dance. I want to challenge each in the
session. And, à la Salvador Minuchin (also, let’s not forget our
strategic family therapy heritage—Haley, Madanes, Hoffman, and
others), change in the moment can sometimes be the beginning of
change in the entire family system.

Most child professionals I have supervised ask people to take
steps that are simply too big. We push them to be different from
who they are; we forget belief systems that predate us and extend
way into the past. Sadly, we do all this primarily because many of
us suffer from a kind of “clinical narcissism.” Too many of us have
the view that clients exist only in the moments we see them. I ex-
perienced this painful phenomenon first-hand when one of our
children needed to be evaluated. He endured, as did we, an “arena
evaluation.” After an hour observing him, the team was ready to
make their final, life-altering suggestions about our son. It was a
traumatizing and enlightening experience, one which I described in
an article in The Psychotherapy Networker (“Honoring the Everyday,”
1995).

Supervisors of family therapy would watch 30 seconds of a
session and draw sweeping conclusions about parents’ entire char-
acter structure. Because of this tradition, it may be hard to imagine
what people are like when we’re not around. Especially with diffi-
cult parents, the complexity of everyday family life often eludes us:
The family has more loving aspects than we can possibly imagine,
or deals with more extraordinary adversity than we can immedi-
ately understand.

To create change means that we see mothers and fathers accu-
rately enough so that we do not ask too much (or too little) of
them. This relational-attunement is necessary to transform a diffi-
cult parent into one whose mind is open enough that new behavior
is possible. Here are a number of examples taken from focused
family sessions in which I pushed for small changes from both teen
and parent, while trying to maintain connections throughout. My
comments are always informed by what I have learned during pri-
vate sessions before, and the awareness of needing to reestablish
meetings afterwards.
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Challenging Kids

Dylan talked to his mother in starkly disrespectful ways—making
her even “crazier.” I said: “Dylan, I know how important it is to
you to sound older—the kids in your grade are merciless toward anyone
who sounds reasonable—but, I don’t think you’re getting through to
your mother. In fact, it makes her so upset she treats you more like
a child. If you want to get what you want, and I think you do, you
need to talk without calling her names.”

In this way, I respected Dylan’s context, but asked him to ex-
periment with different way of speaking, not because it was mor-
ally right (though I believe it was), but because his behavior en-
sured not getting what he wanted.

Frederick, the adolescent who was inching ever closer toward
dangerous behavior, taunted his father, Jack, when he reacted con-
temptuously about Frederick’s choice of friends. In a family ses-
sion, Frederick responded to his father’s objections with com-
ments like “You’ve got a problem,” “You’re old,” “You can’t
understand anything I say about my friends anyway,” “I wish I had
another father,” “You don’t belong in this family.” It was no sur-
prise that Jack could not help but react aggressively. Veins in his
neck and his forehead bulged. Deeply hurt, Dad’s reaction was to
become even more aggressive. Then Frederick paid even less atten-
tion to what he was saying.

I gave Frederick this challenge: “It’s hard for me to ask you to
forgive your dad’s temper, but remember I’m on your side here. Even
so, I want you to talk to him in such a way that you sound like the
good friend you can be to others, and not like a child who’s having a
tantrum”

Reminding Frederick what a truly good person he could be to
his friends assured Frederick that I was not abandoning him. This
allowed me to bluntly challenge him to change his steps in the
dance.

* * *

Rice, the girl who refused to take a shower and was increas-
ingly belligerent in school, came to a family session with her
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mother. At home, battles erupted nightly. Rice adamantly defended
why she shouldn’t have to bathe—the teacher said they didn’t have
to shower that much, few of her friends took many showers, and
so forth. Her mother’s response to these excuses was something
like “You get dirty and smelly. I don’t want to live in a house with
somebody who takes a shower only once a week,” and so on. The
arguments always escalated, sometimes accompanied by near-
physical confrontations.

Talking about showers in a focused family session might
sound like a silly issue for treatment, but the violent interaction
these two got into was no small matter. It was important to chal-
lenge each to approach this ”dance of anger” (Harriet Lerner,
1985) differently.

I said to Rice: “I know you don’t want to take a shower every
night. I know how much you can’t stand getting your skin wet, how sensi-
tive it is. But, it seems like the more excuses you make, the more in-
sistent your mom gets about the whole thing, and you know how
stubborn your mother can be. You need to listen to her for a minute,
without coming up with an excuse.” This was my challenge to
Rice—to be quiet, if just for a few seconds. I protected our empath-
ic connection by validating her experience of Mom being an incred-
ibly strong-willed, rigid person. I used the information from pri-
vate sessions to stay connected with Rice, even as I pushed her to
change.

Alvin wanted to drive the family car. His father, Arnold, be-
lieved Alvin wouldn’t be entirely truthful about very serious is-
sues: whether he would drive while drinking; whether he would
chauffeur other kids around, even if he was too tired or drunk; and
how fast would he drive. His fear was understandable, inflamed by
the recent deaths of four neighborhood kids when, after a keg
party, one of the boys wrapped the car around a tree. In talking
about all this, Alvin attempted to be Mr. Smooth, coming up with
superficially clever, made-for-TV arguments: “Well, you know I
never touch a drink during the week, so I don’t know why you’d
worry about me driving. I can give you my full-faith, absolute, sa-
cred guarantee: There’s no way I’d touch an ounce of liquor if I’m
out with the car.”
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To this, Arnold would reply: “How can you say that? What
difference do the weekdays make? You’re going to parties on the
weekends all the time; I know you go to bars with other kids.
How can you promise you’ll never touch anything?” Alvin re-
sponded with 10 reasons why such a situation was completely
ludicrous. Drinking during the week showed real alcohol depend-
ence, so obviously, he didn’t have a problem; his friends looked
out for each other—they didn’t want him to get busted, and on
and on. The more he tried to “sell” these ideas, the more ner-
vous dad got.

In trying to change Alvin’s part of the interaction, I presented
this challenge: “Alvin, you’re sounding like a potentially successful
lawyer. I have faith that one day you’re going to make tons of money. But
can you see that the more you try to impress your father with these
arguments, the less he seems to trust you? So, what I’d like you to
do is talk more slowly. Give yourself and him time to think.” Previ-
ous sessions with Alvin helped me understand his deep desire to
succeed, to make big bucks, and to impress. Clearly, I used this
empathic grasp, even as I pushed him to drop the “con artist”
façade.

* * *

Ruth, 13½, wanted to go to a loft party. The precursors to
“raves,” loft parties typically involve several hundred teens with
absolutely no adult supervision. Kids arrive from all parts of town
and pay a cover charge to have unfettered access to each other and
free-flowing substances. The more Ruth’s parents asked her about
the party, the more vague she became. Ruth would not say where it
was, who was going, when it would end, and so on. I said: “Ruth,
the vaguer you are, the less chance you’ll get to go to this party or others
that I know are coming up. Even though I like you so much, I’m not
sure I’d even let you go, and it’s clear that your parents are getting
more and more upset. You want them to trust you about a lot of things,
so you’re going to have to be more specific about the details of
what’s involved.” My appeal to Ruth was to understand her desire
for greater privileges, which she’d expressed many times in our
sessions. I could completely side with her parents about this party,
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as long as I recognized her need to be treated in a more mature,
trusting way.

Challenging Parents

In troubled families, the dance is dysfunctional from both sides of
the generational divide. Obviously, parents need to be pushed.
Here are ways I challenged parents in three of the enactments de-
scribed earlier. Again, keep in mind the importance of maintaining
an empathic connection, so individual meetings in the future will
still be possible.

To Dylan’s “insane, hysterical” mother, I said: “As a parent, I to-
tally understand your frustration. But you do sound hysterical, like we
get at home with our kids. I know it’s hard, because you’d like the auto-
matic respect your own parents got. I’m asking you to lower your voice,
though. Speak softer and a little lower—let’s see what happens.”
My identification as a “fellow traveler,” another harried parent of a
21st-century teen, was not lost on Dylan’s mother who secretly be-
lieved she was an ineffective mess, totally to blame for her son’s
difficulties.

* * *

Frederick’s father, Jack, became so agitated while talking to his
son, he visibly stiffened in his seat. He got up, and began looming
over Frederick in a physically intimidating way. At that point I said:
“We know each other so well by now. When Frederick talks to you, I can al-
most feel your reactions. Pay attention to how much your whole body
is starting to tense up. As Frederick talks, try to be aware of your
body. It’s a simple exercise many parents of teenagers need to learn. The
more aggressive you get, the more disrespectful and babyish he’s
going to behave. And, I know from your history that’s not what you
want for Frederick.” Again, meeting with Jack several times before
this session gave legitimacy to my empathic remarks. I did know
him well. I knew how hurt he was beneath that aggressive stance
and how much he wanted to avoid the decades-long estrangement
he had endured with his own father.
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* * *

To Rice’s mother, I said: “Arlene, everyone, including me, admires
how quick your mind is and how logical you are. But rational arguments
aren’t working. I want you to try to talk to Rice without using logic
to convince her. Use your imagination. Cut a deal if you have to. I
know how creative you can be in your work negotiations.” In sessions be-
fore this enactment, I had many times commented on Arlene’s in-
tellectual acuity. Arlene didn’t let my challenge upset here because
she truly believed I admired her tenacity. This empathic recogni-
tion enabled her to take my suggestion seriously, without ruptur-
ing our connection.

Putting It Together

Following are summaries of extended dialogues from two of the fam-
ilies described earlier. In them you will recognize the basic principles
of a focused family session: protecting and referring back to already
established relationships, pushing for very specific change, aiming
for greater effectiveness in family members—all the while nurturing
your connection for subsequent private sessions.

* * *

FREDERICK: (to Jack, his father) You’re a real bully! Why are you
always pushing Mom around like that? You’re always
bossing her.

DAD: Well, it’s my right. You’re not married to her, I am. When
you get married, then you can treat your wife the way you
want to. Anyway, she’s not complaining.

FREDERICK: I’ll never be like you. I can’t stand the way you act.
I hate the way you are around the house.

Jack, upset and angry, starts to get out of his chair and walk over to
where Frederick is sitting. The scene looks threatening. Mom
starts to rise at the same time, moving to block her husband from
going over to Frederick.
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THERAPIST: (to Mom) I know how you worry, but please, Sherry,
let them handle this. “Frederick, you can say whatever you
want outside this room. But I want you to try to talk to
your father another way here. I know the many ways you talk
so well in other situations. I want you to try to speak toward
him in a way that doesn’t sound like a disrespectful kid
who’s just trying to get his goat. And Jack, I’d like you to
move back. Frederick isn’t a little boy anymore, the one you miss
so much, even though he sounds like one right now. Standing
over him, it seems as if you’re trying to remind him that
you’re still Big Daddy. I’d like you to talk to Frederick in a
way where you don’t have to stand up over him.

A long pause follows. Not a word is said. Jack is back in his seat;
Frederick sits glowering. Eventually they speak again:

FREDERICK: When you stand over me like that, I forget every-
thing good you ever did for me. All I do is hate you.

DAD: Yeah, like you ever remember anything I do for you in the
first place!

THERAPIST: Frederick, what you just said now sounded differ-
ent from the way you were talking before, more like the way
you’ve described other relationships to me. Jack, I see you’re
getting upset again. I want you to try to calm yourself
down. You don’t have to be so big. Talk to Frederick from the
quieter side you’ve shared with me privately.

DAD: All right . . . all right . . . all right. (With each “all right,”
Jack seems to be calming himself down. Then, in a lower voice:)
Frederick, what do you mean when you say that? [This is
the first time Jack has ever asked his son to clarify what
he’s talking about.]

FREDERICK: Well, I hate you so much that I forget you do a lot
of things for me. (At this point, Frederick’s eyes fill up.)

DAD: Like what?

FREDERICK: Like, you’re the only father who drives me and my
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friends around all the time, and brings us places. Mostly
mothers do it, but you bring me to my friend’s houses.

DAD: You always treated me like the chauffeur. I never knew it
mattered to you or that you even noticed.

THERAPIST: Frederick, it’s true, you can manipulate your father
and make him feel useless. Even though I know what he does
secretly matters to you.

FREDERICK: (smiling wearily) Well, I know how I can get to him.

THERAPIST: Jack, you stand up and try to display your raw
power. It’s almost like you’re challenging Frederick to
fight you. Please talk to him about your anger, like you’ve
talked to me about it before.

DAD: (thinking for a long while) I want you to be tougher. I don’t
want you to get scared. I want you to stand up to people. I
almost wish you’d stand up and just, you know, clock me
one. So, I could feel like I did my job, that I made you
tough enough for the world out there. (long pause; again in
a lower voice) Frederick, I love you. I just wish you didn’t
make me so mad.

Frederick is annoyed by this last comment from Jack (because
Dad’s blaming him for Dad’s own anger). He starts to get provoca-
tive again. They’re suddenly at the edge of another physical fight;
Dad moves forward in his seat, Mom moves forward in hers.

THERAPIST: Jack, just keep talking. Don’t move forward. You
caught it and controlled it just in time. You were about to
get up. I know how well you can work with people. You don’t
have to use raw muscle power to make Frederick tougher.
And, Frederick, with the way friends respect you, you don’t
have to keep provoking your dad just to prove that you can
push him around.

FREDERICK: Dad, I don’t want to push my girlfriend around the
way you do us. And you know what? I don’t want to work
all the time, like you do. I wish that you would just listen
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to things I say to you, instead of worrying about making
me tougher. I wish you would take just a couple of min-
utes to listen, without feeling you have to teach me to be-
come like you.

JACK: You think I work too much? . . . I never said a word to
my own father. He never said much to me. I barely saw
him around the house, and, when he did talk to me, he
was always teaching me, too. Trying to toughen me up, I
guess.

FREDERICK: (in response to his father’s frankness about his own
youth) I know I make you feel like you’re a servant. I take
Mom’s side on purpose just to get you crazy. I can’t say
I’m never going to do all that again. Maybe if you just stop
trying to teach me all the time to be the way you think I
should be, maybe I could feel a little different about you.

It’s quiet in the room now. Keep in mind how many times I’ve
referred back to our private meetings, how much I’ve pushed, while
protecting empathic connections. Frederick and his father are look-
ing down. Nothing dramatic happens. Jack doesn’t get upset; he’s
just nodding. Mom looks almost relaxed, for the first time. We can
all feel the change from the beginning of this interaction. Father and
son are talking to each other and listening in a slightly different way.

This was a focused challenge for each to change a step of a
destructive dance; and, their connection to me has survived the
meeting.

* * *

Jolie, a single mother, is raising her youngest child alone. Amy
is a junior in high school and is supposed to be thinking about col-
lege. The family has very little money and careful planning will be
necessary. But, meanwhile, Amy’s close to failing in school. She’s
dyed her hair jet black, gotten her tongue pierced, adopted a new
Goth look, and become part of a wild crowd. In addition, she’s
coming home later and later, some nights not at all. The live issue
around which I focus the enactment is curfew.
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JOLIE: No matter what, I still love you. But why do you get into
so much trouble all the time? I don’t understand you. You
promise me you’ll be home by 2:00, and then there’s this
big excuse when you show up hours later.

AMY: Yeah, well, if you paid more attention to me you would
understand what’s going on.

JOLIE: What are you talking about? I do everything for you. I al-
ways ask you questions about your friends and what goes
on in school and about your work. But you don’t answer
me.

THERAPIST: You’re not getting through to each other. Amy, I
know you’re great at having your own mind and doing things
your own way. Jolie, you’ve always been terrific at plugging
ahead in life, despite the obstacles. But you’re clearly not get-
ting through. Try again.

JOLIE: You’re always so busy. You never have time to talk, any-
way.

AMY: Well, I am busy, because I don’t want to turn into a slug
like you.

JOLIE: (very defensive) What are you talking about, a slug! I do
plenty! (She reels off a long list of things she does for the house,
for Amy, for herself.)

THERAPIST: Jolie, you defend yourself so quickly. It’s not neces-
sary after what you’ve accomplished with your life. I don’t think
you deserve going on the defensive like this. And Amy,
you’ve developed that glare into an art form! It’s so per-
fect, you could be on MTV with it. (Amy smirks at this.) Go
back to talking about your curfew. Jolie, try not to be so
defensive. Amy, see if you can cut out the glare for a min-
ute, no 10 seconds.

AMY: Well, look, Mom, you’re so dull, nothing ever goes on
around the house. So sure, I want to be with my friends.
(Jolie says nothing.) If I go away to college, what are you go-
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ing to do? You don’t have a life, what are you going to do?
(another long pause)

JOLIE: Well, it will be hard. It’s been just the two of us for a
long time. I try to show an interest and ask her questions,
but she doesn’t answer and she flares up at me.

THERAPIST: Jolie, you’re sounding the same as before. Try to
talk in a way that doesn’t sound so defensive. And Amy,
you’ve got that glare on your face again—and I know your
mother secretly matters to you.

AMY: I think you want me home early because you’re so bored,
because you don’t have your own life. It’s not for any
other reasons, it’s not for all those things you say, like my
safety. You know the group I’m in. They’re not as wild as
they seem. Nobody’s ever gotten into bad trouble. No-
body’s been arrested. Nobody’s even been hurt. You just
want me around the house for you.

THERAPIST: OK, Jolie, I understand this is hard. But I’ve heard a
lot about your life in our meetings, a lot more than you’re saying
to your daughter here.

JOLIE: (with a burst of feeling) OK. You know what? I like it when
you’re here. But to be honest—and I don’t want to hurt
your feelings—here’s the truth: I also like it when you’re
gone. It’s me time. I can focus on me. It’s quiet, I play the
music I like, I watch my shows. I don’t just think about
you. So, if I’m going to be honest, sometimes it’s OK
when you’re not home. . . . In fact, I actually look forward to
it.

AMY: (The glare on her face suddenly disappears. She gets tears in her
eyes.) But you always act like you don’t have a life at all.

JOLIE: You’re right, I don’t have as much of a life as I’d like. But
I’m not shriveling up either. And I feel like I’m actually
starting to get one, a life, I mean.

THERAPIST: Can you tell Amy more about how you’ll do when
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she leaves, actually if she leaves—some of what you’ve
shared with me. Amy, see if you can listen without inter-
rupting or staring her down.

JOLIE: You’re worried I won’t make it if you go off to college.

AMY: (after a long pause) You’re right. I think you’re going to get
sick. Or maybe you’ll just sit around and not do anything.
I bring the only life to this house. If I leave, you’ll turn
into a nothing.

JOLIE: (clearly thinking hard) Look, Amy, I can’t promise you
how I’m going to feel. But in my heart, I know I’m going
to survive. I’ve been through much worse. And, I’m going
to be OK. (Amy looks skeptical.)

THERAPIST: I’m very familiar with Amy’s skepticism, I don’t
think she really believes you.

JOLIE: Listen, I’ve been through the divorce. I had no job. I got
a job. I went back to school and I got a degree. The busi-
ness closed down and I found another job. (She’s now cry-
ing.) I’m going to make it, no matter what happens with
you. You’ve got to stop worrying about me!

For the first time, Amy is listening with rapt attention. I can see
she’s taking it in. The “truths” that I’d learned from individual ses-
sions were now in the space between them.

The Focused Family Session: Loose Ends

♦ If the troublesome interaction changes within the first few minutes,
the meeting can end. Don’t feel you must fill up a 45-minute or a one-
hour session. Your goal is to change the choreography, to alter the
interaction around one specific issue—because that one change
could help parent or child relate differently to each other.

♦ Predict “normal” setbacks after the session. Say, “The way you
were the past few minutes sounds different. But, remember, you’ll
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probably go back to your old way of doing things. This dance has
been going on for a long time. At least in the room today, you were
able to do it differently for a few minutes.”

♦ Take what you saw during the enactment—what worked better
and what underlying patterns emerged—and use them in private sessions
afterward. Frederick, for example, needed to work on not being pro-
vocative. (This happened not just toward his father; Frederick of-
ten antagonized friends around him.) Amy’s secret caretaking of
Mother was her modus operandi within the second family. Amy con-
tinuously fretted about whether a friend was going to stay with a
boyfriend, or whether another friend was getting too deeply into
drugs. Her reflexive caretaking was getting in the way of academic
demands and her own needs with peers.

The experience together stays alive for future private sessions,
and creates ongoing challenges for each side afterwards.

* * *

Focused family sessions close a circle. Do you remember the
special sense of familiarity with old friends, whose parents you
also knew as a child? That “neighborhood” feeling is exactly what
happens when you bring everyone together. You’ve immersed
yourself with teens in their world; you’ve immersed yourself with
parents in their concerns. Now, during a focused family session,
you’ve immersed yourself in both sides of the generational divide.

Slowly, you’ve turned yourself from a bridge into a well-worn
path. Your office has become the town’s center, a place where park
benches still exist, a place where parents and children, despite all
their struggles, can still come to be with each other.
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